
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Our ref: CTS 10884/22 

 
 
Mr Brett Godfrey  
Chair 
Tourism and Events Queensland  
brett.godfrey@queensland.com 
 
 
Dear Mr Godfrey 
 

INTERIM STATEMENT OF EXPECTATIONS 
 
I would like to acknowledge you and the Tourism and Events Queensland (TEQ) Board for your 
valuable work over the past 12 months in providing leadership to TEQ and the broader industry 
now that Queensland has reopened to the world. 
  
I would also like to extend my thanks to you as a member of the Tourism Industry Reference 
Panel for the release of the final Action Plan Towards 2032 – Reshaping Queensland’s visitor 
economy to welcome the world (the Action Plan). 
 
The release of the Action Plan and the interim Queensland Government response coincided with 
the 2022-23 State Budget which included $66.4 million in tourism measures closely aligned to 
some of the Panel’s recommendations.   
 
It was heartening to see the figures from Tourism Research Australia released on 28 June 2022 
showing domestic visitor spending in Queensland to March this year had exceeded every other 
state. Traditionally, we have sat behind New South Wales and Victoria and I am pleased to see 
our beloved destinations in Far North Queensland, the Whitsundays and the Sunshine Coast all 
setting new records.  
 
As per Section 10, Division 2 of the Tourism and Events Queensland Act 2012 specifically, my 
expectations of TEQ are as follows for the next six months, noting a revised statement will be 
provided beginning 1 January 2023, aligned with the long-term tourism industry strategy: 
 
Sector Recovery 
 
Though international travel is resuming, TEQ will need to continue a focus on supporting the 
economic recovery and growth of the tourism and events sector.  
 
Over the next six months, I expect the TEQ Board to assist the industry to navigate their ongoing 
recovery and actively contribute to the work being led by the Department of Tourism, Innovation 
and Sport (DTIS) to develop the Queensland Government’s full response to the Action Plan and 
the long-term tourism industry strategy. 
 
With the focus of the 2022-23 budget on three key pillars – good jobs; better services; great 
lifestyle – TEQ is uniquely placed to showcase the exceptional lifestyle Queensland can offer, as 
well as using their expertise to shine a light on the job opportunities in our state in the midst of the 
national workforce shortage and continue to promote the Working Holidaymakers campaign and 
the Work in Paradise Tourism and Hospitality Jobs website.  
 
I expect TEQ to assist DTIS and other agencies across the Queensland Government to undertake 
priority activities at times beyond TEQ’s statutory remit, but where TEQ’s expert marketing and 
promotion skills are necessary, and where other expertise is relevant to task. 
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Domestic marketing 
 
With intense competition from other states for events and spend from both domestic and 
international visitors, I expect TEQ to focus on protecting and improving our pre-COVID-19 share 
of the domestic market. My expectation is TEQ continues to develop and lead similar innovative, 
targeted activities at a state and national level, building upon success with our broader domestic 
marketing initiatives such as ‘Good to Go’ and ‘Days like this’.  
 
In 2022-23, TEQ should continue to focus on domestic activity to convert travel intentions into 
bookings.  
 
International marketing 
 
In the last six months, Queensland has enjoyed truly busy school holiday periods in April and 
June, along with each of Queensland’s airports reporting record days for passenger numbers and 
the reopening of international borders.  
 
While the responsibility for aviation rests with DTIS, TEQ is expected to support the work of DTIS 
and assist when requested with data analysis, marketing advice or undertaking priority activities 
as required. 
 
Based on changing trends and emerging markets identified in the final Action Plan, TEQ is well 
placed to report back to me and DTIS on the different international markets and the opportunities 
for marketing and wider government direction. 
 
I also ask that TEQ provides in-market intelligence to help guide broader Government 
consideration of any changing status or circumstances within markets. 
 
TEQ should continue to support the broader visitor economy recovery through collaboration with 
Trade and Investment Queensland, particularly as we see more international students resume 
their studies here in Queensland and the gradual return of international business travel and 
events. 
 
Experience development 
 
While Queensland is open to the world with minimal COVID-19 restrictions in place, it is essential 
that operators are prepared for the evolving visitor economy landscape and become more              
future-proof. I ask you continue working with DTIS to scope the industry, business and experience 
development support available, to enable all government and industry resources to be fully 
leveraged by the tourism industry, as well as ensuring government investment is targeted at filling 
gaps where required.   
 
A key recommendation in the final Action Plan was around establishing an Experience 
Development Fund or a new entity. Further consideration is needed on this recommendation and 
TEQ will be expected to contribute to these discussions and offer suggestions to DTIS of a way 
forward for industry.  
  
TEQ’s focus over the next six months will be to work with Tourism Australia, Regional Tourism 
Organisations (RTOs) and DTIS to promote and offer guidance on the use of resources available 
for consumer experience best practice. I expect this to be a key focus of your contribution to the 
engagement for the Queensland Government response to the Action Plan and in development of 
the wider industry strategy. 
 
 
 
 
 



 
 

Aviation route development 
 
Following announcement of the $200 million co-investment with the state’s four international 
airports to rebuild aviation capacity in Queensland, DTIS has been securing new and extended 
routes directly with airlines. I request TEQ to continue supporting the work of the Attracting 
Aviation Investment Fund panel by providing timely data analysis and other support as required. 
 
My expectation is TEQ continues to support this work being led by DTIS, as well as other 
Queensland Government agencies, airlines, airports, RTOs, Tourism Australia, the tourism 
industry, and our trade partners to provide advice and analysis of visitor economy opportunities 
to advance our position in securing key source international markets.  
 
Major and Business Events  
 
Within the final Action Plan, the panel recommended an increase in contestable funding for events 
and destination marketing and to grow the year-round events calendar with a focus on 
homegrown events which offer dispersal and off-peak visitation. I expect TEQ to regularly brief 
me, my office and DTIS on the forward calendar, with opportunities to showcase beloved regional 
events alongside new attractions for visitors from near and far. 
  
The recent announcement of the $20 million for Queensland Music Trails is the embodiment of 
the recommendation on homegrown events and I expect TEQ to liaise with the event proponent 
and DTIS to make this initiative a success, noting the first trail will be held in the Outback in May 
2023.  
 
As the data TEQ shares with me weekly suggests, business travel is slowly resuming, with 
conventions and conferences being scheduled with more confidence in the next two years. It is 
my expectation TEQ will continue to support DTIS with the roll out of the Convention Centre Bid 
Support Program and engage throughout every phase of the development of a new business 
events strategy which I understand TEQ are undertaking. The success of the strategy will be 
reliant on collaboration between convention centres, the bureaux, DTIS and TEQ.  
 
Major sporting events will continue to emerge as we traverse the green and gold runway ahead 
of the Brisbane 2032 Olympic and Paralympic Games, and I expect TEQ to make these events a 
key feature within the forward opportunities calendar as well.  
 
Data and Research 
 
It is my expectation that TEQ will continue to conduct research and analysis into market trends 
and consumer behaviour which will assist the Government’s decision making on visitor economy 
priorities and supporting industry to make sound business decisions.  
 
This is to include providing research to assist with industry engagement through the development 
of the Queensland Government response to the final Action Plan and the wider industry strategy.  
 
Partnerships 
 
TEQ’s partnerships with Queensland and national peak bodies, major allies such as local 
government and Australian Government agencies remain a critical element in the delivery of its 
responsibilities. I expect TEQ will identify opportunities for collaboration and present an active 
voice to peak bodies, in partnership with DTIS where relevant. 
 
The future success of Queensland’s visitor economy will be critical to the state’s economic 
recovery from COVID-19, as well as continuing to focus on the promotion of two pillars of the 
State Budget – good jobs and great lifestyle.  
 
 
 



 
 

Financial review 
 
In the lead up to the 2022-23 Mid-Year Budget Update, the Honourable Cameron Dick MP, 
Treasurer and Minister for Trade and Investment has requested DTIS undertake a review to 
evaluate TEQ’s performance, outcomes and required quantum of funding, including implications 
for aviation related functions now undertaken by DTIS. This review will occur in consultation with 
the Department of the Premier and Cabinet and Queensland Treasury. TEQ should support this 
review with the provision of requested information in a timely manner. 
 
TEQ’s support in delivering these commitments is the underlying priority for the Board over the 
next six months, in partnership with DTIS, key stakeholder agencies, and Queensland’s tourism 
industry. 
 
I look forward to receiving your reply Statement of Intent within 30 days of the date of receipt of 
this letter. 
 
Yours sincerely 

 
STIRLING HINCHLIFFE MP 
Minister for Tourism, Innovation and Sport and 
Minister Assisting the Premier on Olympics 
and Paralympics Sport and Engagement 
 
14 July 2022 
 
CC:  mgr@queensland.com 
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